
 

 

“As we had just started our septic business, we needed a media company who would be able to provide the 

knowledge and  skills to assist us in advertising our company to allow us to grow.  White Shark Media, has provided 

us with her expertise in marketing strategies to overpower our competitors. Our call volume has increased leading 

us to acquire more clients. Thank you,  White Shark Media!” 

Jeff Mathis and Marie Douglas 

MATHIS AND SONS SEPTIC COMPANY



The Challenge

 Jeff had no access to his previous AdWords account managed by another agency.

 He was running an AdWords Express campaign that delivered poor results.

 The septic industry is very competitive with high priced CPCs.

 No form of tracking was installed to measure campaign metrics or ROI.
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About Mathis and Sons Septic Company

Mathis and Sons Septic Company is a family-owned septic services business 

located in Orlando, Florida. They have over 30 years of experience and are 

well equipped to satisfy a wide range of septic services. 

Jeff Mathis had a lot of faith in AdWords as a viable medium of advertising; 

however, after setting up an AdWords Express account, he did not get the 

results he expected. He found White Shark Media and entrusted us to turn his 

AdWords campaign around.   



Campaign Goals:

Our Account Management Team, set out to establish goals 

that would make his online marketing efforts worthwhile and 

profitable.

1)  Stay in the top three positions in the SERPs and stay ahead 

of the competition.

2) Consistently generate at least three qualified leads per day.

Our Solution

Install 360 Degree Tracking

 We installed conversion tracking to track requests from Contact Us forms.

 We installed Call Tracking to track the amount and duration 
         of phone calls derived from PPC.

 Installed Google Analytics in order to measure user behavior after a click.

 This enabled us to acquire data to make informed decisions about the 
        account and thereby  improve Jeff’s results.      

Revamp Campaign Structure

An AdWords campaign was structured based on the company’s main services: 
septic cleaning and septic pumping. Keywords were selectively chosen and set in 
exact match and broad match modifier to enable an extensive but relevant reach.

Focus on Targeting Geographic Locations

We chose to focus on keywords with geo-modifiers  
(e.g., septic tanks miami)  in order to:

 Increase relevance.

 Ensure qualified traffic.

 Decrease the cost per click.

Promotions Mark The Difference

 A/B tested with different ad copy, including special offers and discounts.

 Included special promotions in ad copy and through different 
        types of ad extensions.
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Conclusion

Jeff is happy with the work and commitment demonstrated by 

White Shark Media. His new advertising strategy has been the key to his 

company's growth. The company is now looking into expanding into other 

marketing services and within the campaign itself.

The Results

Our team’s and Jeff’s pre-established goals were surpassed. As of today, the 

campaign has put the company in the top position at a minimal cost.

This is because our team implemented a well-structured campaign that led to 

higher quality scores, which decreased the cost per click. Additionally, the 

campaign metrics have been steadily improving each month .
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